Bounded linear operators from the space of continuous vector-valued functions which preserve multiplication and involution are characterized in terms of their representing measures. A key role is played by the Arens product in the second dual of a Banach algebra.
Borel class of S, and x G A, le <8> x can be viewed as an element of C¿'(S, A): (le <S> x)(f) = n(x, f')(e). Brooks and Lewis [4] show that for each bounded linear operator T from C0(S, A)toB there is a unique weakly regular set function K from ®(S) to Ü[A, B"] so that T(f) = JfdK; in fact, K(e)x = T"(le <S> x).
Throughout this paper multiplication in the second dual of a Banach algebra is defined by the Arens product. The second dual of a Banach algebra is again a Banach algebra under the Arens product [3] . I am greatly indebted to the referee for this helpful comments on the presentation of this paper.
2. Multiplicative operators. In this section we obtain a representation theorem for multiplicative operators in the following Theorem 2.1. The operator T satisfies T(fg) = T(f)T(g) for all f, g G C^S, A) iff the representing measure K satisfies K(ex n e^xy) = (K^^x^K^^y) for all x,y G A and e" e2 G ® (S).
Before we can prove the theorem we need the following two results: Proposition
Let A, B be Banach algebras and let T: A -» B be a bounded linear operator. Then the operator T satisfies T(fg) = T(f)T(g) for all f, g G A iff T"(FG) = T"(F)T"(G)for all F, G G A" where T" is the second adjoint of T.
Proof. Since A Q A" all we have to do is to prove the necessity. For every
We conclude that T"(FG) = T"(F)T"(G). = li(x,[(\e2®y),g'])(ex), (le,ne2 ® xy)(g') = P(xy, g')(ex n e2) = v(xy, g')(ex);
where v(xy, g')(e) = je x* dfi(xy, g'), and Xe is the characteristic function of e.
For g G C0(S),
= (h2 ®y)«g',g-x» = Ky, <g',g-x»(e2), Jg dv(xy, g') = jgxei dp(xy, g') = j g dp(xy, g') = w(e2). This completes the proof of the proposition.
We are now ready to prove the following theorem, which shows that the involution preserving property of an operator is reflected naturally in its representing measure.
